Fee Schedule for the Allied Museum Picture and Audio/Film Archives

The Allied Museum’s picture and audio/film archives can be used in conjunction with current affairs reporting, other uses, and research. Access to the archives requires a written request, an appointment, and prior approval of the Allied Museum.

The user agrees to comply with all copyright regulations when using material from the Allied Museum archives.

Much of our archival material comes from official sources. That material is in the public domain. It is out of copyright and can be used without limitation. We charge fees solely for handling and provision of such material.

For all material for which the Allied Museum holds the licensing rights, we also charge fees for use of the material. Under special circumstances, particularly for non-commercial use or a cooperative project, we are available to discuss an adjustment of those fees.

I. Picture archive fees

1. Pictures in the public domain

Provision and handling
Provision and e-mail delivery (digital) per picture 15.00 EUR
Additional fee for research if applicable 25.00 EUR per hour
Custom reproductions (format, medium etc.) According to price list*

2. Pictures that are not in the public domain and for which the Allied Museum is not the copyright holder

Provision and handling
Provision and e-mail delivery (digital) per picture 15.00 EUR
Additional fee for research if applicable 25.00 EUR per hour
Custom reproductions (format, medium etc.) According to price list*

Licensing
The user is solely responsible for acquiring any and all rights to the use of archival pictures. For details please see the waiver of third party liability for the Allied Museum.
3. Pictures whose copyright is held by the Allied Museum

Provision and handling
Provision and e-mail delivery (digital) per picture 15.00 EUR
Additional fee for research if applicable 25.00 EUR per hour
Custom reproductions (format, medium etc.) According to price list*

Usage fees per picture
Reproduction in publications
Circulation of up to 1000 25.00 EUR per picture
Circulation greater than 1000 50.00 EUR per picture

Use in exhibitions
Up to six months 25.00 EUR per picture
Longer than six months 50.00 EUR per picture

Use in film or video documentation 100.00 EUR

Online use incl. social media 200.00 EUR

II. Audio/Film Archive Fees

1. Audio/film in the public domain

Provision and handling
Provision and handling per media unit 15.00 EUR
Additional fee for research if applicable 25.00 EUR per hour
Copying will be commissioned from and invoiced by an outside company

2. Audio/film that is not in the public domain and for which the Allied Museum is not the copyright holder

Provision and handling
Provision and handling per media unit 15.00 EUR
Additional fee for research if applicable 25.00 EUR per hour
Copying will be commissioned from and invoiced by an outside company
Licensing
The user is solely responsible for acquiring any and all rights to use the archival material. For details please see the waiver of third party liability for the Allied Museum.

3. Audio/film whose copyright is held by the Allied Museum

Provision and handling
Provision and handling per media unit 15.00 EUR
Additional fee for research if applicable 25.00 EUR per hour will be commissioned from and invoiced by an outside company

Copying

Fees per media unit
Use in exhibitions Up to six months 50.00 EUR per minute
Longer than six months 100.00 EUR per minute
In a permanent exhibition 250.00 EUR per minute

Use in film/video documentation Single broadcast 100.00 EUR per minute
Repeated broadcasts 200.00 EUR per minute

Online use incl. social media 150.00 EUR per minute

III. Fees for photography, film, or video shoots in or on Allied Museum premises

Location fees will be charged for any photo or film work not connected to current affairs reporting on the Allied Museum and its activities. Any other use of the Allied Museum as a location or background for photographic or film recording, or interviews requires a written contract with the museum and scheduling clearance.
Fees are based on the extent and length of the shoot. We recommend that you schedule your shoot outside of the museum’s opening hours, as we cannot allow visitor flow to be disrupted.

For use of the location for less than two hours 100.00 EUR
For use of the location for more than two hours 150.00 EUR
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According to price list*: According to price list for an Allied Museum contract photographer